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The present invention relates to machines .for
cutting sheet material and more particularly it
relates to machines which cut· the material in
such a manner as to leave an ornamental edge
thereon.
5
Such machines are generally known as pinking machines, and it is one object of the invention to improve the construction and mode of
operation of pinking machines and to provide
such machines with a mechanism which will 10
effect a better pinking operation ·than prior
machines.
A feature of the present invention, consists
in the provision, in a machine of the character
above outlined, of a plurality of separate cut- · 15
ting knives which are successively brought into
an operative position and singly operated to perform a pinked edge upon., the material being
operated upon.
·
This feature is considered important since it 20
results in advantages which are not, to my
knowledge, present in pinking machines as generally constructed.
One of the advantages resulting from the use
of multiple knives is that such construction per-· ·25
mits of longer periods of operation between neeessary changes or sharpening of the cutting
knives than is possible in machines which employ but one cutting knife.
.
A further feature of the invention resides in' 30
a ·machine of the kind aforementioned, in which
the use of a plurality of successively operated
separate cutting knives prevents overheating of
the said knives due to a cooling period which
occurs during their respective use.
· 35
Another advantage resulting from the use of
multiple kruves is that such construction permits of the production of varied designs of pinked
edges. For example, by proper proportioning of
the cutting knives, one set of alternate knives 40
may make a V-shaped cut, while the intervenirig
knives may produce a curved or scalloped cut,
thus, resulting in an ornamental edge consisting
of connected V-shaped arid scalloped cuts upon
the edge formed by the machine. Thus, it will 45
be apparent that merely by selection and arrangement of cutting knives, a wide variation
of ornamental edges is possible.
Another feature of the invention resides in
a novel mechanism for operating the several 50
knives independently as they are brought suecessively to the operating position in the machine.
Still other features of the invention reside
in a novel material feeding mechanism and a
· novel operating mechanism therefor.
55

Still other features of the invention reside
in a novel material holding means and a novel
operating means therefor.
·
Other features of the invention relate.to certain novel and improved constructions, arrangements and combinations of parts hereinafter described and particularly pointed out in the claims,
the advantages of which will be readily understood and appreciated by those skilled in the
art.
The invention will be clearly understood from
the accompanying drawings, illustrating the invention in its preferred form and the following
detailed description of the constructions therein
shown.
Figure 1 is a top plan View of a pinking rnachine constructed in accordance with the present
invention,·
Figure 2 is a vertical sectional· view on an
enlarged scale taken substantially .on the line
2-2 of Figure 1, the view illUstrating the general
arrangement of the mechanism of the machine,
Figure 3 is a vertical sectional view on an enlarged scale taken at right angles to Figure 2,
substantially on the line 3-3 thereof, ..
Figure 4 is a horizontal sectional View ·on an
f'nlarged scale taken substantially on the line
4-'-4 of Figure 2,
Figure 5 is a vertical sectional view on an
enlarged .scale, partly broken away, and taken
substantially on the line 5-5 of Figure 2, illustrating the mechanism by which the knives are
operated,
Figure sa is a detail View illustrating the cams
by which the knife operating means is operated,
Figure 6 is a vertical sectional view on an
enlarged scale taken substantially on the line
6-6 of Figure 3, the View illustrating the knife
carrier, various operating elements of the rnachine and a cam assemblY for operating said
elements,
Figure aa is a detail sectional view illustrating
the manner in which the several cams of the
cam assembly are operably connected with the
shaft upon which they are mounted,
Figure 7 is a vertical sectional view on an
enlarged scale partly broken away, the same being
taken substantially on the line 7-7 of Figure 2
and illustrating the material feeding mechanism
in one of its positions,
Figure 8 is a detail View on an enlarged scale
substantially on the line 8-8 of Figure 2, illustrating the operating means of the material holding means,
Figure sa is a detail view illustrating the ca:z:ts
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for operating the operating means of the material holding means,
Figure 9 is a view on an enlarged scale partly
in section and with parts broken away, the view
illustrating a portion of the material ·feeding
mechanism, the view being taken substantially
on the line 9-9 of Figure 2,
Figure ga is a detail view illustrating the cams
by which the material feeding mechanism is
raised and lowered relative to the material operated upon,
Figure 10 is a detail sectional view on an enlarged scale illustrating the material feeding
mechanism in one of its positions of operation,
Figure 11 is a view similar to Figure 10 illustrating still another operative position of the material feeding mechanism, .
.
Figure 11a is a detail view of the cams employed
for imparting the feeding motion to the material
~eeding mechanism,
·
Figure 12 is a detail perspective view of a portion of the material feeding mechanism,
Figure 13 is a detail vertical sectional view on
an enlarged scale taken substantially on the line
13-13 of Figure 1, the view illustrating one of
the· cutting knives in its elevated position;
Figure 14 is a detail horizontal sectional view
on an enlarged scale taken substantially on the
line 14-14 of Figure 13,
Figure 15 is a detail horizontal sectional view
on an enlarged scale taken substantially on the
line 15-15 of Figure 13,
·
Figure 16 is a distended perspective view illustrating the shearing blades of the knives, and
Figures 17 and 18 are detail plan views illustrating different types of blades.
Referring to the drawings by reference character, and particularly to Figures 1 and 4, the machine includes a housing 20, which is preferably
rectangular in form.
The housing comprises a fran t wall 2 I, a rear
wall 22, and two side walls 23 and 24: These
walls are preferably· secured· together by means
of screws 25 which have threaded engagement
With lugs 25 at each corner of the housing as
bestillustrated in Figures 1, 4 and 5 of the drawings.
The top wall of the housing preferably consists
of. two sections 27 ·and 28, and these sections are
removably· secured in place by screws 29. which
also have threaded engagement with the uppermost lugs 26, heretofore mentioned.
As best illustrated in Figure 5 of the drawings,
the meeting edges of these sections 27 and 28
are cut away as at 29' to provide an opening,
and also as at 30 to provide a seat for a cover
plate 31, which is removably secured in position
by means of screws 32 and this cover plate is
also provided with an opening 33 which opening
will also be hereinafter referred to as the operating position of the machine.
The housing, heretofore described, is preferably
mounted. within a suitable opening in an operating table 34, illustrated in dot and dash lines in
Figure 1 of the drawings.
By reference to Figure 4 of the drawings, it
will be seen that the side wall 23 of the housing,
has two lugs 35 and 36 and that the side wall
24 has two corresponding lugs 35' and 36', the
former being disposed respectively oPposite to the
latter as illustrated in said figure.
These lugs are recessed for the reception of
the ends of a pair of rods or shafts, the lugs 35
and 35' receiving. the opposite ends of a rod or
shaft 37 whil~ the lUgfi 36 and ~6' receive the
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ends of a rod or shaft 38. Thus, these lugs 35
and 35' and 36 and 36' support their respective
rods or shafts 37 and 38 which latter extend entirely across the interior of the housing 20.
Adjustably mounted on these rods 37 and 38,
there is a plate 39, the main body portion of
which is substantially circular in form. At diametrically opposite points, the plate 39 has two
split sleeve bearings 41 and 42, which receive respectively the rods· or shafts 37 and 38 and form
the means by which the plate 39 may be slidably
mounted upon the rods or shafts 37 and 38 and
thus provide for its adjustment therealong. The
plate 39 may be secured in an adjusted position
upon the rods or shafts 37 and 38 by a tightening
of the bolts 43, see Figure 5, to contract the split
sleeve bearings II I and 42 into holding engagement with their respective rods or shafts 31
and 38.
Upon its upper edge, the plate 39 is provided
with two shoulders 40' which shoulders proVide
support. for. the central portion of the plate 21
and these shoulders are provided with threaded
openings for the reception of screws 35", see Figure 1, by which the central portion of the plate
27 maybe secured to the plate 39.
Depending from .the lower portion of the main
body 40, of the plate 39, see Figures 2 and 5, there
is an arm 44 which carries a bearing 45, the purpose of which will be hereinafter described and
at a point substantially central of its circular
body portion 40, this plate is provided with a
bearing 46. This bearing 46, see Figure 6, forms
a partial support for a shaft 47, which has an enlarged portion 48 at one end thereof~ The shaft
47.· is supported at its ends by means of pinion
bearings 49, the bolts 50 of which have threaded
engagement with the lugs 51 on the inner faces
of the side walls 23 and 24 of the housing 20.
Lock nuts 52' are employed to secure the threaded bolts 50 in their adjusted positions. This
construction provides for longitudinal adjustment of the shaft 47 relative to the plate 39 for
a purpose which will hereinafter become apparent;
As best illustrated in Figure 5 of the drawings,
the circular body portion 40 of the plate 39 is
provided with a radially extending cut out portion
52 which extends from a point closely adjacent
the bearing 1!5 through the outer upper· edge of
the said circular body portion 40 of the plate·39.
Slidably mounted in the cut out portion 52, there
is a block 53, the purpose of which will be hereinafter specifically described.
By reference to Figure 6, it will be seen that the
plate 39 ·is provided upon its left hand face with
a channel 54 which channel, as illustrated in
Figure 5, is concentric with the axis of the shaft
4l_and has its ends oppositely disposed at opposite
sides of the cut out portion 52 of the plate 39.
The plate 39 is also cut away on this same face as
at 55·and 56 to provide relatively narrow substantiaUy concentric bearing surfaces 57, 58 and 59;
The sliding block 53, heretofore mentioned, is
provided with an arcuate slot 66, the ends of
which, when the block is in· its innermost position in the slot 52, register with their respective
ends of the channel 54 to· form a complete circular channel as illustrated in Figure 5 of the
drawings.
The reference numeral 65 designates a knife
carrier and as illustrated in Figure 6 of the drawings, this knife carrier is keyed as at 66 to the
shaft 41 heretofore mentioned, it being secured
thereon bY a nut 67 and ~!,lock nut -68 whicb have
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threaded engagement with the threaded end ·sa
ting elements 11 and 78 to perform a cuttingopof the shaft 47.
· ·
·
eration;
As best illustrated in Figures 3 and 6, the knife
In the present embodiment of the invention, the
carrier has a central hub portion lll,·a main body
krilfi(carrier is illustrated as having eight cutportion 7. I which is substantially circular in form ;·;5 ting knives and it is to be understood that each
and from which extend a plurality of spaced, relais constructed in the manner just described.
The several cutting knives are successively
tively short radial arms 72.
Each of the radial arms is formed upon its
brought to their operative position in the opening
right hand face, see Figure 6, with a groove or
·33 in the table by imparting an intermittent or
channel 73 and slidably mounted in each of these io step by step rotary movement or motion to the
channels 73, there is a block 74. Each of these
ki:life carrier 65 and the manner in which this is
sliding blocks has a roller 75, which is carried by
accomplished will be hereinafter specifically dea bolt 76 removably threaded into the block and
scribed.
the several rollers traverse the channel 54 of the
The· bearing 45, see Figure 6, which depends
plate 39 and the arcuate slot 60 of the sliding 15 from the lower portion of the plate 39, forms the
block 53, heretofore described, as best illustrated
support for the reduced inner end 99 of a shaft
in Figure 5, upon rotary movement being imparted
I 00. The opposite end of this shaft I 00 is also
to the knife carrier 65.
· reduced as at I 0 I and it extends beyond the
The cutting knives are mounted upon the outer
side wall24 of the housing 20.
end faces of the radial arms 72 of the knife carrier 20
The reduced end 99 of the shaft I 00 operl'!-tes
which faces constitute the periphery of the knife
in a bushing 102 in the bearing 45 while the
carrier, referred to in the claims. ·
reduced end ! 0 I of said shaft operates in a bushEach of the cutting knives comprises three cuti:i:lg Hl2 which: in turn operates in a bearing 103
ting elements 11, l8 and 79 and since they are all
secured to.. the outer face of the side wall 24 of
of the same mechanical structure, the detailed 25 the housing 20. by means of bolts I 04.
description of one will be deemed to.be sufficient.
Keyed to the ..outer end of the reduced portion
The two cutting elements 17 and Til are of sub101 of the shaft 100, there is a driving pulley 105
stantial!y the same construction, each consistand· a balance or fly wheel I 06 which may also
ing of two right angularly disposed portions 811 and
serve· as a hand wheel for manual operation of
81. The portion 80 of each .of these .elements is 30 the shaft I 00. The key, which is designated I 08,
provided on its inner edge with a notch or the
is of special construction and will be hereinafter
like 82 which notches, when the members are
specifically described; A driving belt 107, which
placed together upon the peripheral edge of the
may be operated by a suitable prime mover not
knife carrier, provide an opening for the recephere illustrated, passes around the driving pultion of a securing screw or bolt 83', see Figures 13 35 .Jey I 05.
and 14. As also illustrated in said figures, the
Secured to the shaft 47, see Figure 6, by means
opening formed by the notches 82 is slightly larger
of a set screw II 0, there is a collar I 09 and sein diameter than the diameter of the oolt or screw
cured to this collar as by a screw or bolt Ill,
83', which construction allows for relative adjustthere is a star wheel 112 of a conventional Geneva
ment of the cutting elements 17 and 18. After 40 movement. the notches of the star wheel being
the cutting elements n and 18 have been addesignated 113, the intervening curved seats of
,iusted, they are maintained in position hy side
. the star wheel 112 being designated 114, see Figplates 90, see Figw:e 14, which engage their reures 2, 4 and 7.
spective cutting elements as at 91, these side plates
Referring again to Figure 6 of the drawings,
being secured in position by· means· of screws or 45 the reference character 115 designates a collar
·
which is operably connected with the shaft 100
bolts 92.
Each of the cutting elements 11 and 18 is formed
by a set screw 11G. Secured to the collar 115 by
upon the inner edge of its portion 81 with an
a screw or bolt 117, there is a star wheel lock
angular face 83 which is slightly undercut to form
118 of the Geneva movement heretofore mena shearing edge 84.
.
50 tioned. This star wheel lock, see Figure 7, has
As best illustrated in Figure 4, when these two
its outer edge curved throughout its major parcutting elements are secured in their proper position as at 119, the ends of the curved portion betions on the periphery of the knife carrier, they
ing connected by a straight portion 120.
form a V-shaped cutting notch A. However, as
ReferringagaintoFigure7,anarm 121 extends
illustrated in Figure 17, the cutting elements may 55 radially from the collar 115 and upon its outer
be so shaped as to provide a curved cutting notch
end, the arm 121 carries a roller 12 2 which, as
B, or as in Figure 18, a modified curved and v
the shaft 100 is rotated, successively engages the
notch C, from which it will be readily apparent
notches 113 of the star wheel 112 to impart an
that various forms of notches as well as combinations of cutting notches of various forms may be 60 intermittent, or step by step rotary movement
employed.
··thereto and to the shaft 47 by which it is carried.
The cutting element 79, hereinafter referred to
The arm 121 is so positioned that as its roller
as the slidable knife, has two right angularly dis122 leaves a notch 113 in the star wheel, the
posed portions 95 and 9G. The portion 95 has an
·curved portion 119 of the star wheel lock will
opening 91 for the reception of a bolt or screw 65 engage that curved seat 114 of the star wheel
98 by means of which the cutting element 79
immediately following the notch from which the
may ·be secured to a sliding block '14 heretofore
roller 122 of the arm 121 just passed, thus lock. ing the star wheel 112 against movement until the
described, see Figure 13. The portion 96 of the
cutting element '19 has its outer end shaped to
arm 121 nearly completes .a revolution and its
conform to the cutting notch formed by the cut- io roller 122 engages the next succeeding slot 113
ting elements 'i1 and TB and as best illustrated
of the star wheel I 12 whereupon the star wheel
.in Figures 13 and 16, this portion of the cutting
will be free for movement again to make another
element 79 is bent or rolled slightly outwardly as
step in its rotary movement.
at 97' to form two shearing edges 98' which coFrom the foregoing, it will be apparent that
operate with the shearing edges 8li of the cut- 71} the Geneva movement just described provides an
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indexing -mechanism for the- knife carrier 66
which indexing mechanism serves to bring the
several knives of the knife carrier successively
to operative position in the opening 33 in the
table and to hold the knife carrier against movement until a knife has performed a cutting operation.
The cutting operation of each of the cutting
knives is performed by advancement of the slidable knife thereof through the opening in the
table and then retracting the slidable knife
through said opening during which movement it
passes into and through the notch formed by the
stationary cutting elements 11 and 18. During
this retracting movement of the slidable knife, its
shearing edges 98 cooperate with the shearing
edges 84 of the stationary cutting elements to
effect the cutting operation.
Operation of the slidable knife of each of the
cutting knives is accomplished in the following
manner.
As heretofore stated, the cutting knives are
brought successively to the operating position in
the opening 33 of the table by an intermittent
or step by step movement of the knife carrier.
In Figures 5 and 6, a slidable knife is shown
in the operative position and for the purpose of
ilhlstraticn, it will be assumed that this knife
has not as yet performed its cutting operation.
When a cutting knife arrives at its operative
position, the roller 15 which is carried by the sliding block 74 which block carries the slidable
knife, passes from the channel 54 into the arcuate
slot 60 of the sliding block 53.
If with the parts in the aforementioned positions, the sliding block 53 be operated, the slida,ble knife will be advanced through the opening
33-- in the table to the position- in which it is
illustrated in Figure 13 from which position it will
be retracted through the opening to the position
in which it is shown in Figure 6 in which latter
position it has completed the cutting operation.
Referring to Figure 6, the block 53 which is
slidably mounted in the cut out portion 52 of
the plate 39, is carried by a bar 140, it being
secured to the upper end of the bar by a screw
or bolt 141. The bar 1/10 is cut out as at 142 to
straddle the shaft 47 and also as at 143 to straddle
the shaft I 00.
Near its lower end, the bar 1110 is provided with
two spaced rollers 1411 and 145, and these rollers
144 and 145, are operated respectively by cams
llifi and I!!"' which are keyed to the shaft I DO as
at 148.
These cams I 46 and 141 are illustrated in detail
in Figure 5a and by reference to said figure, it
will be noted that the high point 149 of the cam
14S is of greater length than is the high point
!50 of the cam 14"1. The cam 146 is the one
which serves to move the bar 140 upwardly in said
Figure 6, to adva,nce the slidable knife while the
cam 147 serves to move the ba,r downwardly to
retract the slidable knife to perform the cutting
operation. The contours of these cams is such
that when the cams are properly positioned relative to each other they will positively reciprocate
the bar Iilli in each cf its directions of movement.
Thus, as the shaft ! 1!0 is driven, the cams I IllS
and 11!7 will reciprocate the bar !40 to advance
and retract that particular slicable knife which
-is in the operative position in the opening 33 of
the table.
Means is provided to hold the material being
operated upon during the cutting operation and
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also during the movement of the slidable lmife to
its advanced position.
The material holding means is best illustrated in
Figures 1, 6, 8 and 13.
In the present embodiment of the invention,
it consists of a substantially rectangular frame
I 50 having a nose portion 151 of v shape. As
best illustrated in Figures 6 and 13, it is adjustably secured to the upper end of a reciprocating
bar 152 by means of a bolt 153 which passes
through an elongated slot 154 in the bar 152.
The bar 152 passes through an opening 164 in
the table, see Figure 6, and by reference to Figure
8 it will be noted that the bar 152 has two elongated slots 155 and I 56 through which the shafts
47 and I DO pass respectively. The bar 152 also has
two spaced rollers 158 and 159 which, cooperate
respectively with two cams lllll and 161 which
cams are illustrated in detail in Figure sa.
The cams 160 and 16 I are keyed to the shaft
I 00 as at 165 and are operated thereby to positively operate the bar 152 .in both of its directions
of movement thereby to raise and lower the material holding means 150.
Means is also provided to feed the material operated upon relative to the cutting knives and this
means and its operation will now be described.
Referring to Figures 1, 2, 3 and 7 of the drawings, the reference numeral llil designates a material engaging foot or the like which has a
roughened face Ill which provides for firm engagement with the material being operated upon.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the foot 170 is
mounted upon the reduced extension 113 of a
block 174 and it is loosely retained upon the extension for rocking movement thereon by means
ofanut 175.
The block 114, see Figure 1, has an opening 176
in Which is received a rod 111. The block 114 is
provided with a kerf 178 which extends from the
opening 116 to the end of the block. This kerf,
118, together with the screw or bolt 179, provides
means for adjustably securing the block upon
the rod 111.
The rod Ill extends downwardly through an
opening in thetable and the block 174 is secured
to the upper end portion thereof in such a manner that the block extends across the table in a
direction substantially at right angles to the direction of travel of the material being operated
upon with the length of the foot 110 disposed in
the direction of travel of the material being operated upon.
In addition to the rocking movement of thr.
foot, it also has a vertical reciprocating movement
to move it into and out of feeding engagement
with the material operated upon and a horizontal
reciprocating movement to efl:'ect feeding of the
material operated upon relative to the operating
position and the cutting knives.
Rigidly secured to and depending angularly
from the rod or shaft 37, see Figures 2 and 7,
there is an arm 181l and mounted in the lower end
of this arm 180, there is a shaft Ill I which also
has a bearing in a lug I 82 which project.s from
the lower edge of the plate 39, see Figure 5.
Referring to Figure 7, a block 183 is rigidly
attached to one end of the shaft Ill! and extending upwardly from opposite sides of sa,id
block, there are two plates 11!4 between the mmer
ends of which is interposed !:'o block 185 to which
the plates ! Stl are secured. The upper block I 85
has an opening 186 through which the rod 117
extends, the lower end of said rod being connected
to a block 181 which is slidably mounted between
the plates IS4. The lower end of the rod Ill is
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threaded as at 1118 and carried by said threaded
and supports the arm 192 of the forked member
portion there is a nut 189. Interposed between the
193 as at 2 14' and the upper edge of the arm
block 185 and the nut 189, there is a coil· spring
213 has a curved face 215 at. the end thereof.
190, the tension of which may be adjusted by the
From the foregoing, it will be apparent that
nut 189.
5 as the shaft I 00 is rotated and the cam 2 12
The force of the coil spring is expended downmoves the bar 205 upwardly, the rigid arm 213
wardly against the sliding block 181 tending at
will act to rock the forked member 193 upwardly
all times to force downwardly the rod In and
and that when the cam 211 mpves the bar downmove the foot 170 into engagement with the mawaidly, the forked member 193 will be rocked
terial.
10- downwardly under the influence of the spring
The sliding block 187 carries upon its right hand
190 through the medium of the block 181 and
face, see Figure 4, a roller 191 which rests upon
the roller 191 which latter, it will be rememthe arm 192 of a forked member 193, better ilbered, rests upon the upper edge of the arm 192
lustrated in Figures 9 and 12. The upper face of
of the forked member 193.
the arm 192 is curved downwardly as at 194 near 15: From the foregoing description, it will be apits free outer end, the purpose of which 'Will here- -. · parent that so long as the shaft I 00 is rotated
inafter appear.
the material feeding foot llO will be moved into
The forked member 193, heretofore mentioned,
and out of engagement with the material to be
comprises a block-like body portion I 95 which has
operated upon.
a bearing portion 196 for the reception of a shaft 20 : Means is also provided for imparting a to and
197 carried by a lug 198 which depends from the
fro movement to the material feeding foot relasleeve 199 which also forms the means for attive to the operating position and this means
taching the arm 180, heretofore mentioned, to the
and its operation will now be specifically derod or bar 31.
scribed.
The arm 192 of the forked member 193 is re- 25 · Operatively connected to the shaft 181, see
movably secured to the side face 200 of the block
Figures 4 and 9, there is an upstanding lever 220
195 by means of a screw 201 and secured to the
and pivotally mounted in the upper end 221, of
opposite side face of the block 195 in a similar
said lever, there is a pin 222. This pin has a
manner, there is an arm 202. This arm differs
shoulder or seat 223, and a threaded. end 224 for
from the arm 192, in that its lower edge 203 has ao: the reception of a nut 225 by means of which
its outer end portion curved as at 204 in a diit may be adjustably fixed in the open slot 226 in
. rection opposite to the direction of the curved
one end of a link 227.
portion 194 of the upper edge of tlie arm 192.
The opposite end of the link 221 is pivotally
As best- illustrated in Figures 7 and 9 of the
connected to a pin 230, see Figures 10 and 11,
drawings, the roller 191 of the block 181 on the
lower end of the rod Ill, rests directly upon the 35 . which pin is adjustably mounted in an elongated
slot 231 in a plate 232, by means of a nut 233.
arm 192 of the forked It1ember 193. By this conThe plate 232 is carried by and extends slightly
struction, it will be obvious that as the forked
beyond the edge of a reciprocating bar 235.
member 193 is rocked about its pivotal point in
The reciprocating bar 235 is provided near its
an upward direction, the rod I 11 will be moved
in an upward direction, against the action of 40 upper end with an elongated slot 235 through
which the shaft 47 passes and near its lower end
the spring 190, to move the foot 170 out of enwith a similar slot 231 through which the shaft
gagement with the material operated upon to
I DO passes. Carried by this reciprocatirig bar
permit of its being moved relative to the operatn:ear the upper end of the slot 231 there is a
ing position and the cutting knives in order that
one of said knives may perform a cutting opera- 4;5- roller 238 and near the lower end of the slot 237
there is a roller 239.
tion thereon.
·
As illustrated in Figure 6, the reciprocating
In Figures 6, 7 and 9, the mechanism which is
bar 235 is mounted next to the cam 212 and reemployed to rock the forked member 193 about
its pivotal point is illustrated and this mecha- 50 ciprocating movement is imparted thereto by two
· ·cams 240 and 241 which are keyed to the shaft
nism and its operation will now be described.
100 as at 242 and which are illustrated. in detail
·-·A reciprocating bar 205 has an elongated slot
in Figure 11a.
206 for the reception of the shaft I DO and a
The cam 240 operates upon the roller 238 to
forked upper end for straddling the shaft 47, see
5.5 move the reciprocating bar 235 in the up direcFigure 9 of the drawings.
. tion while the cam 241 acts upon the roller 239
As illustrated in Figure 6 of the drawings, this
to move the bar 235 in the opposite or down
reciprocating bar is positioned adjacent to the
direction.
cam 160, heretofore mentioned. Projecting from
By reference to Figures 10 and 11, it will be
the right hand face of the bar 205, in said figure,
there are two spaced rollers 208 and 209, they 60 obvious that as the reciprocating bar 235 is
moved in the up direction, the pin 230 will likebeing located respectively adjacent to the lower
and upper ends of the elongated slot 20G.
wise move upwardly and through the medium
Carried by the shaft l 00 and keyed thereto as
of the link 227 the lever 220 and the shaft 181
will be rocked in a clockwise direction.
at 21 0, there are two cams 211 and 2 12 illustrated
in detail in Figure 9a of the drawings.
Referring now to Figure 7, it will be apparent
65
The contours of the cams 211 and 212 are of
that movement of the shaft 181 in the clockwise
such rorm and, the relative. positions of tlle cams.
direction will move the structure which . suptipon the shaft IDO are such that as the shaft
ports or carries the material feeding foot 110 to
the right in said figure as indicated J)y the arrow
is rotated, the cams will act positively upon the
bar 205 in both. of its directions of movement, 70 A and that upon the downward movement of
the reciprocating bar 235, the shaft lSI will be
the cam 212 acting upon the roller 209 to elevate
rocked in the counterclockwise direction resultthe bar while the cam 211 acts upon the roller
ing in a movement of the material feeding· foot
208 .to move the bar .205 in the opposite direction.
llO to the left in Figure 7.
_
An arm 213, see Figure 9, is rigidly secured to
t,he b~r ~s at 214 and, e~t~:p.ds to a point beneath 7~ .The mech~nism just described imparts the to
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and fro movement, heretofore mentioned to the
moving slowly from ieft to right in the drawings
material feeding foot 110 and it will be ~bvious
preparatory to its being lowered into feeding
that the: extent of this movement may be varied
engagement with the material.
by adjustment oi the pins 222 and 2311 in their
Upon completion of the cutting operation by
respective slots ·226 and 231.
15 the sliding knife, the indexing mechanism·moved
the knife carrier one step in the counterclockMeans is also provided to back up the slidable
wise· direction to bring the next succeeding cutknives to maintain them in proper cutting relation to the stationary knives during an actual
ting !mife into the operating position.
cutting operation and this means will now be
Upon arrival of the last mentioned cutting
described.
10 knife at the operative position, its slidable knife
Projecting from the upper edge of the plate
is advanced, it passing through the notch formed
39 through the opening 33 to a point above the
in the material by the preceding knife.
When the said slidable knife reaches its fuliy ·
table, there is a rectangular extension 250, see
advanced position it rests therein· momentarily
Figures 5 and 6 of the drawings.
This extension has four passages 251 therein, 15 to permit of elevation of the material holding
see Figures 5 and 13. The passages 251 receive
means to a point where it frees itself from enpins 252 carried by a plate 253 which is mounted
gagement ·with the material.
in front of the extension 250 and the pins 252
During these operations, the material feeding
have a friction fit in their respective passages
foot no has reached the end of its movement
251. A screw 255, see Figure 13, is threaded into 20 to the right in the drawings and as the material
the extension 250 and the inner end of this screw
holding means is in its advanced position, the
material feeding foot 170 is moved to the left
engages the plate 253. By this means, adjustment of the plate to back up the slidable knives
in the drawings to position an uncut portion of
the material at the operating position of the rnawhile they are in the operative position, may be
obtained. The approach edge as well as the bot- 21S chine.
tom edge of the plate 253 is preferably slightly
The foregoing is a description of one complete sequence of operation of the machine and
beveled as at 255 to insure proper engagement
of the knives with the front face thereof as they
it is to be understood that such sequence is performed by each of the cutting knives as they
come to the operative position.·
The construction just described also permits 30 are successively brought to the operating position.
of adjusting the cutting edges of the cutting ·
elements of the slidable knives relative to the
As heretofore stated, the several keys by which
cutting edges of the stationary knives after they
the several cams as well as the hand wheel and
have been reduced in size by sharpening.
the driving pulley are operatively connected with
Further referring to Figure 13, it will be ap- 35 the shaft I 00, are of special construction , and
parent that one or more shims 250 may be inthis construction will now be described.
serted between the portions80 of the stationary
By reference to Figure 6, it will be noted that
knives, the thickness of which shims will permit
in each instance, two elements are operatively
connected with the shaft 100 by a single key and
of proper adjustment of these cutting elements
relative to those of the slidable knives as they 40 that in each instance, the construction is the
become reduced in size as a result of sharpening.
same. Therefore, the description of one pair
Having described the construction and operaof cams, for example, the cams 240 and 241 will
tion of the several mechanisms embodied in the
suffice.
machine, a complete sequence of operation of the
Referring to Figure 6, it will be noted that the
machine will now be recited.
45 shaft I DO has a slot 300 in its peripheral surface
In each of the figures of the drawings with the
and that the cams 240 and 241 are recessed as at
exception of Figure 6, the several parts are shown
301 to form seats for the key 302. The depth of
in the positions which they attain just prior to
the key seat is such that when the key is postthe descent of a slidable knife to perform a cuttioned in the seats, the adjacent or abutting faces
50
ting operation and these positions may be speof the cams will contact each other.
As illustrated in Figure 6a, the key 302 is of
cifically described as follows: a cutting knife is
. sufficient length to extend to the bottom of the
located at the operative position of the machine
with the slidable knife thereof in the raised posislot as at 303.
tion· themater1'al hold1"ng m a · 1 111
· 1·t 1
The cams are secured .together by a screw 304
'
e ns IS a so
s e e- 55· which also passes through the key 302 serv1'ng
vated · position and the material feeding foot is
to secure the cams together and to lock the key
elevated to a point where it is out of engagement
with the material operated upon.
in position therebetween and in engagement
The several cams which oPerate the different
with the shaft.
.
mechanisms, it will be understood, are so posiThe foregoing construction provides a com60
pact structure and also permits of staggering of
tioned that as the machine starts to operate the
several mechanisms will be operated in the folthe keys around the shaft in cam -assemblies
lowing sequence.
where such practice is necessary or·even desir~
able.
As illustrated by the arrow B, the shaft I 00 is
rotated in a clockwise direction and upon moveIn Figures 1 and 6, there is illustrated- a· mate··
ment. of. the shaft, the material holding means 65 rial guide 3 I 0 which consists of an elongated Udescends immediately into engagement with the
shaped member 311, ·between the legs of -which
material operated upon to hold it during a cuttwo bolts 312 pass. Each of- the bolts .312 also
ting operation.
passes through a slot 313 in the table. and. each
Upon continued movement of the shaft I OD
is provided with a thliinb nut which engages the
the sliding knife of that cutting knife located 70 upper edges of the legs of the elongated U..,shaped
member.
. ·
The e1ongated U-shaped member 3ll -occupies
·
adtt
· he operating position of the machine is moved
a position substan. thilly at right angles to that
ownwardly to perform the cutting operation.
During the performance· of the two operations
f th · I t 3 f3
just describ. ed, the material feeding foot no is 71S o
e so S·
which construction provides for
universal adjustment of the u -shaped member
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311 relative to the operative position of the mapath of the cutting knives when they are in op- ·
chine.
erating position.
From the foregoing it will be apparent that
6. In a pinking machine in combination, a tathe present invention provides a machine, the
·ble having an opening therein, a rotatable knife
constructions and .arrangements of which re- 5 carrier mounted beneath the table, a plurality
suit in the accomplishments of the objects reof stationary cutting knives mounted on the pecited therefor.
riphery of the carrier, a corresponding number
of slidable cutting knives mounted on the car-·
Having thus described the invention what is
claimed as new is:
rier for reciprocative movement radially thereof
1. In a pinking machine, a revoluble knife car- 10 into cooperative cutting relation with their re-.
rier, a plurality of complete cutting units carried
spective stationary cutting knives to effect a cutby and movable radially of the knife carrier,
ting operation, means for imparting an intermitmeans for imparting an intermittent rotary
tent rotary movement to said knife carrier to
move the knives successively to and from an opmovement to the knife carrier to move the cutting units successively to and from an operating 15 erating position at the opening in the table,
position, means for operating the cutting units
means for operating said slidable knives when in
their operative position to advance and retract
while in the said operating position to effect It
cutting operation thereof, and means for feedthem through the opening in the table to effect
a cutting operation of the knives, means for feeding a material to .be cut in a straight line in the
path of the cutting units when the latter are in 20 ing material to be operated upon across the table
operating position.
and over the opening therein while a slidable
2. In a pinking machine, a revoluble knife car-·
knife is in its advanced position, means for holdrier, a plurality of complete cutting units carried
ing said material against movement during the
by and movable radially of ·the knife carrier,
advancing and retracting movements of a slidable
means for imparting an intermittent rotary 25 knife to perform a cutting operation, and means
movement to the knife carrier to move the cutfor releasing said material holding means when
ting units successively to and from an operating
any one of the slidable knives is in its advanced
position.
position, means for retaining the cutting units
against movement relative to the knife carrier
7· In a pinking machine in ·combination a
when they are in their inoperative positions, 30 table having an opening therein, a rotatable ~ife
means for retaining the knife carrier against
carrier mounted beneath the table, a plurality.:
movement during an operation of a cutting unit
of stationary cutting knives mounted upon the
carried therebY, and means for operating the
periphery of the carrier, a corresponding numcutting unit when in the operating position to
ber of slidable cutting knives mounted on the
effect a cutting operation thereby.
35 carrier for reciprocative movement radially
3. In a pinking machine, a rotatable knife carthereof into cooperative cutting relation with
their respective stationary cutting knives to efrier, a plurality of complete cutting units carried
by and movable radially of the knife carrier.
feet a cutting operation, means for imparting
an intermittent rotary movement to the knife
means for · imparting an intermittent rotary
movement to the knife carrier to move the cut- 40 carrier to move the knives successively to and
from an operating position at the opening in
ting units successively to and from an operating
position, means for retaining the cutting units
the table, means for advancing each of the
against movement relative to the knife carrier
knives through the opening in the table as they
during their movement to and from said ope1;atcome successively to the operating position maing position, and a single means for successively 45 terial feeding means for moving material
be
operating said cutting units when in their operoperated upon across the table .and over the
ating position to effect .a cutting operation
opening therein, means for operating the rna-'
thereof.
terial feeding means subsequently to the move- .
4. In a pinking machine in combination, a tament of each of the slidable knives to its .ad-·
ble having an opening therein, a rotatable knife 50 vanced position, means for holding. the material
carrier mounted beneath the table, a plurality
ope.rated upon against movement relative to the.
of cutting knives carried by and movable ratable during a cutting operation, means for mov- ·
dially of the knife canier, means for imparting
ing the material holding means out of engagean intermittent rotary movement to the knife
ment with the material prior to each operation
carrier to move the knives. successively to and 55 of the material feeding means, means for movfrom an operative position at the opening in the
ing the material holding means into holding
relation with the materHil subsequent to .each
table, and means for operating said knives when
in their operative position to advance· and reoperation of the material feeding means, and
tract them through the opening in the table to
:means for retracting an advanced knife through
effect a cutting operation of the knives.
60. the material and the opening in the table to
5. In a. pinking machine, a rotatable carrier, a
effect the aforementioned cutting operation.
.
·. 8. In a pinking machine in combination, a
plurality. of stationary cutting knives mounted
table having an opening therein, a. rotatable
on the periphery of the carrier, a corresponding
knife carrier mounted beneath the table, a plunumber of cutting knives slidably mounted on the 65 rality of stationary cutting knives mounted upon
the ·periphery of the rotatable knife carrier a
carrier for movement radially thereof into cooperative cutting relation with their respective stacorresponding number of slidable cutting kni~es
tionary cutting knives to ~ffect a cutting operamounted upon the knife carrier for reciprocative
tion, means for imparting an intermittent rotary
movement radially thereof into cooperative cutmovement to said knife carrier to move the knives 70 ting relation with.their respective-stationary cutsuccessively to and frolll. an operating position,
ting knives to effect a cutting operation, means
means for operating the movable cutting knives
for imparting an intermittent rotary movement
to the. knife carrier to move the knives succeswhen .in said operating position to effect the
aforesaid. cutting op~nttfon,. an.d means for feedsively to and. from an operating position at the
i.n~. ama;te:fi!ll -~o '~ cp.tjrpt st;raightlip.e in the. 76 opening in the table, reciprocating means .fo1·.

to
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advancing and retracting each of the recipro- ·
eating knives through the opening in the table as
they come successively to the operating position,
to effect the aforementioned cutting operation,
a cam for operating said reciprocating means 5
to advance a knife through the opening in the
table, a second cam for operating said reciprocating means to retract the knife from its advanced position through the opening in the
table, to perform the aforementioned cutting 10
operation, nieans for operating said cams, means
for feeding the material to be operated upon
over the opening in the table and means for
holding the material against movement during
the advancing and retracting movements of a 15
reciprocating knife.
9. In a pinking machine. in combination, a
table having an opening therein, a rotatable
knife carrier mounted beneath the table, a Plurality of stationary cutting knives mounted upon 2tl
the periphery of the rotatable knife carrier, a
corresponding number of slidable cutting knives
mounted upon the knife carrier for reciprocative
movement radially thereof into cooperative cutting relation with their respective stationary 25
cutting knives to effect a cutting operation,
means for imparting an inlJermittent rotary
movement to the knife carrier to move the
knives successively to and from an operating
position at the opening in the table, means for an
advancing and retracting. each of the reciprocating knives through the opening in the table as
they come successively to the operating position,
to effect .the aforementioned cutting operation,
means .for feeding the material to be operated :Jfl
upon over the opening in the table, means for
holding the material against movement during
the advancing and retracting movements of a
reciprocating knife, reciprocating means for
moving the material holding means into and 40
out of engagement with the material, a cam
for moving said reciprocating means in one direction, a second cam for operating said reciprocating means-in the opposite direction, and
45
means for operating said cams.
10. In a pinking machine in combination, a
table having an opening therein, a rotatable
knife carrier mounted beneath the table, a plurality of stationary cutting knives mounted upon
the periphery of the rotatable knife carrier, a 50
corresponding number of slidabie cutting knives
mounted upon the lmife carrier for reciprocative movement radially thereof into cooperative
cutting· relation \vith their respective stationary
cutting knives to effect a cutting operation, 55
means for imparting an intermittent rotary
movement to the knife carrier to move the
knives successively to and from an operative
position at the opening in .the table, means for
advancing and retracting _each of the recipro- 60
cating knives through the .. opening in the table
as they come successively to the operating position, to effect the aforementioned cutting operation, means for holding the material to be op- 65
erated upon against movement during the advancing and retracting movements of a reciprocating knife, means for feeding the material to
be operated .upon over the table and the opening therein, said means including a material en- 70
gaging foot, reciprocating means for moving
said material engaging foot into and out of
engagement with the material to be operated
, upon, a cam for operating said reciprocating
;means in. one_ direction,__ a.second ·cam for operat- 111

ing said reciprocating means in opposite direction and means for opers.ting said cams.
11. In a pinking machine in combination, a
table having an opening therein, a rotatable knife
carrier mounted beneath the table, a plurality of
stationary cutting knives mounted upon the pe·
riphery of the rotatable knife carrier, a corresponding number of slidable cutting knives
mounted upon the knife carrier for reciprocative
movement radially thereof into cooperative cutting relation with their respective stationary cutting knives to effect a cutting operation, means
for imparting an intermittent rotary movement
to the knife carrier to move the knives successiveIy to and from an operating position at the opening in the table, means for advancing and retracting each of the reciprocating knives through
the opening in the table as they come successively
to the operating position to effect the aforementioned cutting operation, means for holding the
material to be operated upon against movement
during the advancing and retracting movements
of a reciprocating knife, means for feeding the
material operated upon over the table and the
opening therein, said means including a material
engaging foot, means for moving said material
engaging foot into and out of engagement with
the material to be operated upon, means for imparting feeding movement to the material engaging foot while in engagement with the material to be operated upon, and separate means for
imparting retracting movement to the material
feeding foot when it is disengaged with the material to be operated upon.
12. In a pinking machine in combination, a
table having an opening therein, a rotatable knife
carrier mounted beneath the table, a plurality of
stationary cutting knives mounted upon the periphery of the rotatable knife carrier, a correspending number of slidable cutting knives
mounted upon the knife carrier for reciprocative
movement radially thereof into cooperative cutting relation with their respective stationary cutting knives to effect a cutting operation, means
for imparting an intermittent rotary movement
to the knife carrier to move the knives successively to and from an operating position at the opening in the table, means for advancing and retracting each of the reciprocating knives through
the opening in the table as they come successively to the operating position to effect the aforementioned cutting operation, means for holding
the material to be operated upon against movement during the advancing and retracting movements of a reciprocating knife, means for feeding
the material operated upon over the table and
opening therein, said means including a material
engaging foot, reciprocating means for moving
said material engaging foot into and out of engagement with the material to be operated upon,
separate cams for positively operating said reciprocating means in opposite directions, means 'for
imparting feeding movement to the material engaging foot while in engagement with the material to be operated upon, reciprocating means for
operating said last mentioned means, separate
cams for positively operating said last mentioned
reciprocating means in opposite directions and a
single shaft for operating the cams of the material holding means and the material feeding
means.
13. In a pinking machine in combination a
table having an- opening therein, a rotatable k~ife
carrier mounted beneath the table, a plurality· of
stationary cutting knives mounted upon the pe.,
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riphery of the rotatable knife carrier, a correin spaced relation to each other, each of said
sponding number of slidable cutting knives
mechanisms including a stationary knife and a
mounted upon the knife carrier for reciprocative
cooperating reciprocating knife, means at the
movement radially thereof into cooperative cutoperating position of the machine for operating
ting relation with their respective stationary cut- 6 the reciprocating knife of each of the cutting
ting knives to effect a cutting operation, means
mechanisms as they are brought successively to
for imparting an intermittent rotary movement
the operating position of the machine, means for
intermittently operating the rotating member to
to the knife carrier to move the knives successive. ly to and from an operating position at the openbring the cutting mechanisms successively to the·
ing in the table, means for advancing and re- 10 operating position of the machine and their retracting each of the reciprocating knives through
ciprocating knives. successively into operative connection with said reciprocating knife operating
the opening in the table as they come successively
to the operating position to effect the aforemenmeans, and means for operating the reciprocating knife operating means.
tioned cutting operation, means for holding the
17. In a pinking machine in combination, a
material to be operated upon against movement 16
table having an opening therein forming the opduring the advancing and retracting movements
erating position of the machine, a rotating memof a reciprocating knife, means for feeding the
ber mounted beneath the operating position of
material operated upon over the table and the
the machine, a plurality of cutting mechanisms
opening therein, said means including a material
engaging foot, reciprocating means for moving 20 carried by the periphery of the rotating member
in spaced relation to each other, each of said
said material engaging foot into and out of enmechanisms including a stationary knife and a
gagement with the material to be operated upon,
co-operating reciproc.ating knife, means ·at the
separate cams for positively operating said recipoperating position of the machine for operating
rocating means in opposite directions, means for
imparting feeding movement to the material en- 25 the reciprocating knife of each of the cutting
mechanisms as they s,re brought successively to
gaging foot while in engagement with the mathe operating position of the machine, a driving
terial to be operated upon, reciprocating means
shaft, means for operating said driving shaft,
for operating said last mentioned means, separate
means operated by the driving shaft for impartcams for positively operating said last mentioned
reciprocating means in opposite directions, and a 30 ing an intermittent rotary movement to the rotating member to bring the cutting mechanisms
single shaft for operating the reciprocating knife
successively to the operating position and their
advancing and retracting means, the cams for
reciprocating knives into operative relation with
operating .the material holding means and the
said reciprocating knife operating means, means
cams of the material feeding means.
14. Iri a pinking ms,chine in combination, a 35 operated by the· driving shaft for operating the
reciprocating knife operating means, means optable having an opening therein forming the
erated by the driving shaft for feeding material
operating position of the machine, an intermitto be operated upon relative to the operating potently operated rotating member mounted besition of. the machine, and separate means opneath the operating position of the table, a plurality of spaced cutting mechanisms carried by 40 erated by the driving shaft for holding a material to be operated upon during a cutting operathe rotating member, a cutting mechanism option of a cutting mechanism.
erating means, means for operating the rotating
18. In a pinking machine in combination, a
member to bring the .cutting mechanisms suctable having an opening therein forming the
cessively to the operating position and into operative rels.tion with the cutting mechanism op- 45 operating position of the machine, a rotating
member mounted beneath the operating position
erating means, means for operating the cutting
of the machine, a plurality of cutting mechmechanism operating means, means for feeding a
anisms carried by the periphery of the rotating
material to be operated upon to the operating
member in spaced relation to each other, each
position of the table, and means for holding the
material during an operation of the cutting 60 of said mechanisms including a stationary knife
and a co-operating reciprocating knife, means at
mechanism.
the operating position of the machine for operat15. In a .pinking machine in combination, a
ing the reciprocating knife of each of the cutting
table having an opening therein forming the opmechanisms as they are brought successively to
erating position of the machine, an intermittently opere,ted rotating member mounted beneath M the operating position of the machine, a driving
shaft, means for operating said driving shaft,
the operating position of the table, a plurality of
means operated by the driving shaft for impartspaced cutting mechanisms carried by the roing an intermittent rotary movement to the rotating member, each of said cutting mechanisms
tating member to bring the cutting mechanisms
including a stationary knife arid a cooperating reciprocating knife, a cutting mechanism operat- 60 successively to the operating position and their
reciprocating knives into operative relation with
ing means, means for operating the rotating
said reciprocs,ting kni.fe operating means, means
member to bring the cutting mechanisms succesoperated by the driving shaft for operating the
sively to the operating position and to operativereciprocating knife operating means, means oPly connect the reciprocating knives thereof with
the cutting mechanism operating means, means 65 erated by the driving shaft for feeding material
to be operated upon relative to the operating pofor operating the .cutting mechanism operating
sition of the machine, and separate means opmeans, and means for feeding a material to be
erated by the driving shs,ft for holding a mateoperated upon to the operating position of the
machine.
rial to be operated upon during a cutting opera16. In a pinking machine in combination, a 70 tion of a cutting mechanism, and during a move-.
table having an opening therein forming the op- ·
ment of the rotating member to position a suberating position of the machine, a rotating
sequent cutting mechanism at the operating pomember mounted beneath the operating position
sition of the machine with its reciprocating knife
of the machine, a plurality of cutting mechanisms
in position to start a cutting operation.
carried by the periphery of the rotating member 75
19. In a machine of the type described in com-
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bination, a table having an opening therein constituting the operation position of the machine,
a cam shaft mounted beneath the table, means
for rotating said cam shaft, an intermittently
operated rotating member mounted beneath the
operating position of the table, a plurality of
spaced cutting mechanisms carried by the rotating member, each of said cutting mechanisms
including a stationary knife and a cooperating
reciprocating knife, means at the operating position of the machine for operating the reciprocating knife of each of the cutting mechanisms as the cutting mechanisms are brought
successively to the operating position of the
machine, an indexing mechanism operated by
the cam shaft for imparting intermittent rotary
movement to the rotating member to bring the
cutting mechanisms successively to the operating position of the machine and their reciprocating knives into operative relation with said reciprocating knife operating means, said indexing mechanism also serving to lock the rotating
member against movement during its periods of
rest, a pair of cams carried by the cam shaft for
operating the reciprocating knife operating
mechanism, means for feeding material to be
operated upon relative to the operating position
of the machine, a pair of cams carried by the
cam shaft for operating the material feeding
means, and means for holding the material operated upon during a cutting operation and during a movement of the rotating member to position a subsequent cutting mechanism at the
operating position of the machine and to position its respective reciprocating knife in position to start a cutting operation.
20. In a machine of the type described in
combination, a table, means for performing a
series of operations upon a material fed over said
table, and means for advancing the material to
be operated upon in a direction towards the
means for performing said series of operations,
said means including a slidably mounted rod, a
material engaging foot pivotally carried by said
rod, means for moving said rod to cause said
material engaging foot to move in a direction
away from the table, spring means acting upon
said rod for moving the material engaging foot
in a direction towards the table into yielding
engagement with the material to be fed thereover, means operatively associated with said rod
for rocking said material engaging foot in one
direction when it is in feeding engagement with
the material upon the table and in the opposite
direction when it is disengaged with said material, and means for adjusting the extent of rocking movement imparted to the material engaging foot.
21. In a machine of the type described in combination, a table, means for performing a series
of operations upon a material fed over said table,
and means for advancing the material to be operated upon in a direction towards the means for
performing said series of operations, said means
inclUding a slidable rod, a material engaging
foot pivotally carried by said rod, means for
moving said rod to cause said material engaging
foot to move in a direction away from the table,
adjustable means for varying the extent of movement of the material engaging foot in the direction away from the table, spring means acting
upon said rod for moving the material engaging
foot in a direction towards the table into yielding engagement with the material to be fed
thereover. means for adjusting the tension of
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said spring means, and means for rocking the
material engaging foot in one direction when it
is in feeding engagement with the material upon
the table and in the opposite direction when it
is disengaged with said material.
22. In a machine of the type described in combination, a table, means for performing a series
of operations upon a material fed over said table,
and means for advancing the material to be
operated upon in a direction towards the means
for performing said series of operations said
means including a slidable rod, a material engaging foot pivotally carried by said rod, means
for moving said rod to cause said material engaging foot to move in a direction away from
the table, adjustable means for varying the extent of movement of the material engaging foot
in the direction away from the table, spring
means. acting upon said rod for moving the material engaging foot in a direction towards the
table into yielding engagement with the material
to be fed thereover, means for adjusting the tension of said spring means, means operatively
associated with said rod for rocking the material
engaging foot in one direction when it is in feeding engagement with the material upon the table
and in the opposite direction when it is disengaged with s:J.td material, and means for adjusting the extent of rocking movement imparted
to t11e material engaging foot.
23. In a machine of the character described
in combination, a table having an opening
therein providing the operating position of the
machine, a cutting mechanism including a redprocating knife for performing a cutting operation at the opening in the table, means for
moving the reciprocating knife to, and for holding it momentarily at rest in an advanced position prior to a cutting operation, means for holding a material to be operated upon against movement relative to the table during movement of
the reciprocating knife to its advanced position,
means for releasing the material holding means
'.vhile the reciprocating knife is in the advanced
position, means for feeding the material relative
to the table while the material holding means is
in its released position, means for moving the
material feeding means into engagement with
the material, means for imparting feeding motion to the material feeding means, means for
disengaging the material feeding means from
the material and for retaining it in said disenr;aged p<nition until after a cutting operation
by the knife, means for moving the material
holding means into holding engagement with
the material while the knife is in its advanced
position of rest, and means for operating the
knife to perform a cutting operation subsequent
to the engagement of the material by the mate·rial holding means.
21. In a pinking machine in combination, a
table having an opening therein, a rotatable
knife carrier mounted beneath the table, a plurality of cutting mechanisms carried by the knife
cflxrier, each of which includes a reciprocating
knife, means for imparting intermittent rotary
motion to the knife carrier to bring the cutting
mechanisms successively to an operating position beneath the opening in the table, means for
advancing the reciprocating knife of each cutting mechanism through the opening in the
J·a!Jle as the cutting mechanisms arrive successively at the operating 'POSition, means for retracting the advanced knife of a cutting mechanism through the material operated upon and
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the opening of the table to effect a cutting opfor releasing the material holding means after
eration, means for holding the material operated
the knife of the second mentioned cutting mechanism has been moved to its advanced position,
upon against movement during the retraction
of the advanced knife of a cutting mechanism
means for feeding the material along the table
in the performance of its· cutting operation and 5 subsequent to the release of the material holdsubsequent thereto until the knife carrier has
ing means, and means for moving the material
holding means into holding engagement with the
been rotated to position the next successive cutting mechanism at the operating position and
material operated upon, both of said last menits respective knife has been advanced through
tioned operations being performed prior to the
the opening in the table and the void formed in io retraction of the advanced knife of the second
the material operated upon by the cutting operamentioned cutting mechanism.
KARL A. DOEHM.
tion of the preceeding cutting mechanism, means

